Abstract

This paper describes CTX Mate, a program which has been released by the Center for Tankship Excellence under the Gnu Public Licence. CTX Mate is a full featured tanker loading instrument. However, in the event of a casualty, it can be converted to a salvage program and spill reduction package with a single click. Not only is the program instantly available at the site of the spill but almost all the relevant data are already entered including the current loading pattern. All the crew has to do is enter the location of the damage and Mate will do all normal salvage calculations, plus compute the equilibrium oil outflow. The crew can then immediately use Mate to try out various ballast and cargo transfers. Mate will check strength and stability for these possible moves and compute the resulting oil spill. As the paper demonstrates, it is often possible to reduce spillage by a factor of three or more simply by trimming and listing the ship properly, provided it is done quickly enough.

The Open Source Mate library has a number of other applications which are discussed in the paper.
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1 Introduction

CTX Mate is a tanker salvage and spill reduction program disguised as a Loading Instrument. CTX Mate is both an old program and a new program. Mate is a version of MLOAD, a similar proprietary package which was used successfully on 13 VLCC’s and ULCC’s for a total of over 80 ship-years between 1995 and 2004. MLOAD was approved as a Loading Instrument by both ABS and Lloyds.

The CTX reorganized the MLOAD code base to make it easier to maintain, inspect, and reuse, added some visualization features, improved the documentation, and renamed the program CTX Mate. Anyone can download the package from the CTX web site, www.c4tx.org, and use it without charge. Far more importantly, anyone can inspect the code, find bugs, and contribute improvements. The download package includes a Demo ship, and the following documentation:

1. Users Manual
2. Ship Data Preparation Guide
3. Installation and Administration Manual

Currently Mate has only been run on Linux, but should build on most Unix-like Operating Systems. The first public release was 2007-09-01.

2 Normal Mode

Perhaps the best way to get an idea of CTX Mate’s capabilities is by example. Figure 1 shows a typical screenshot of Mate in Normal mode. It looks pretty much like any Loading Instrument. A table allows the user to change the parcel, the liquid volume and the temperature in any tank. He can enter ullage, innage, percent full, etc as he chooses. A subsidiary table allows the user to change parcel characteristics. CTX Mate uses a flexible description of each liquid parcel on-board including engine room fluids. The user can specify not only the density/API at standard temperature, but VCF method, vapor pressure, sulfur, ash and water content as well. Mate implements Tables 6A, 6B, 54A, and 54B. Buttons allow the user to rebalance the ship, compare bending moment and shear force with allowables and compute...
righting arms. The righting arm calculations take a few seconds because Mate rebalances the ship in draft and trim at each imposed heel. Mate accepts free water and non-liquid images and computes all the commercially required cargo information. A full set of cargo survey reports are available. Mate can accept ullage/innage/temperature data from an automatic gauging system. Mostly pretty standard stuff.

But under the hood, Mate is quite different from most Loading Instruments. Mate makes no use of pre-computed tank tables. Rather Mate computes tank liquid volume by direct integration from the compartment’s description just like a preliminary design program. This makes for a more accurate, far more flexible Loading Instrument. There is no wedge problem when a tank is nearly empty. There is no need to make a bad guess at the waterplane moment of inertia when the tank is nearly full. Longitudinal as well as transverse shifts in the tank liquids are accounted for. The results are as accurate at large heel and trim as they are at even keel. Even without damage, this is crucial in doing the righting arms and the IMO Reg 25 check. Multiple dipping points/gauging systems are easy to implement and add. CTX Mate understands the difference between tank gauging systems that work in ship coordinates (radar, floats, etc) and systems that work in earth coordinates (surveyor tapes, UTI, pressure, etc).

Even design programs don’t get this right. During a Korean newbuilding project, we found that SIKOB, the design program most Korean yards were using to create the tank tables, assumed that a surveyor’s tape worked in ship coordinates. With trim, the actual tank waterline at any measured ullage was lower than SIKOB claimed. The error was nil at low ullages; but, at high trim and high ullages, averaged 9 m3 per tank. Commercially, this is the worst kind of error from the point of the ship, since on discharge it looks to the charterer like the ship has kept 9 m3 of his oil per tank. The only reason we discovered this error was that we had a program that did do the calculation correctly. The yard, Daewoo, pointed out that they had delivered hundreds of tankers using this program, and no one had ever complained.

3 Damage Mode

Of course, the real reason why Mate works directly from the compartment description is that it allows the program to handle damage. The loading pattern in Figure 1 represents a typical full load departure. Let’s suppose that the ship in Figure 1 sustains damage in the forward port ballast tank, 1B_P. The damage extends into the 1P cargo tank. The crew ascertains that the damage extends about 13 meters up the side and longitudinally most of the aft half of 1B_P.

The Chief Officer flips CTX Mate to Damage mode, Figure 2, by clicking on the Damage button. Many of the commercially important columns disappear and are replaced by columns related to the damage. He enters the location of the damage in 1B_P. He needs to enter six numbers: the location of the high point of the damage and the low point in the six rightmost columns in the 1B_P row. He marks 1B_P as damaged by putting a D in the 1B_P OPT column. He doesn’t know much about the internal damage between 1P and 1B_P but the rapid increase in ullage in 1P tells him it is considerable, so he decides to “group” 1P with 1B_P, that is treat the two tanks as if they are fully communicating. He does this by putting a G in the 1P OPT column and changing the 1P GROUP column to 1B_P. And then he rebalances. Figure 2 shows the resulting screen.

The Chief Officer’s first check should be for vessel survivability. The worst case bending moment and shear forces are well below the allowables so strength is probably OK, especially if the ship is in a low wave environment. The equilibrium heel after flooding is 2.8 degrees to port and he will have a trim of 2.3 meters by the bow. GM looks OK and he can recompute the righting arms, Figure 3, to confirm that he still has plenty of stability, although the port righting arm is considerably lower than the starboard reflecting the flooding. The hull low point will be 27 m below sea level, and we’ll assume he has enough water so that the ship will remain afloat.

Now he can turn his attention to the spillage. The HYDROLOSS and EXCHGLOSS numbers tell him that if he does nothing he will lose 3735 cubic meters of cargo all to exchange flow. A very bad spill. Clicking on the Section button brings up a transverse view of the situation at equilibrium, Figure 4.

Being well schooled in hydrostatic balance, he realizes he need to get the top of the damage as deep into the water as possible. He needs to list and trim the ship toward the damage. He decides to ask Mate what will happen if he ballasts 2B_P. So he goes back to the main tank table, sets the percentage full of 2B_P to 90%, and rebalances. Figure 5 shows the resulting equilibrium.

The ship will have a heel of 7 degrees to port and a trim of 5 m by the bow; but strength and stability still look OK. The low point of the hull will be 30.5 meters deep. I’ll assume he has enough water. Most importantly, the spill numbers have gone to zero. A click on the Section button shows him that the equilibrium Live Bottom will now be 1.2

---

1 There is no difference between Mate’s intact stability and damaged stability calculations. In both cases, the program is simply rebalancing the ship in draft and trim at each imposed heel. But rebalance to Mate means recomputing the location and, in the case of damage, the amount of all the tank liquids.

2 Figure 6 makes another important point. The oil level in the damaged tanks is 3.62 m above sea level. This better be below the top of the vents in 1B_P or we will have deckloss, oil flow through the deck openings. Currently, Mate does not
meters above the top of the damage, Figure 6\textsuperscript{4} He immediately starts ballasting 2B\textsubscript{P}.

There are a number of points to make about this little saga.

- The time required to type in the data and do the numbers is less than a minute. We are talking a few dozen keystrokes in total. This is largely due to the fact that almost all the required data, the description of the ship and the current loading pattern, were already in the computer and ready to go. I have been involved in shore-side spill responses where \textit{after getting up and running}, it took us over 40 minutes to get the data in from the ship and enter it in the computer, and even then we couldn’t be sure we had it right.
- The calculations were done as soon as the crew forward gave the Chief Officer an idea of the location of the damage. With a switched on crew, this should be within 15 minutes of the casualty. Contrast this with multi-hour start up lag of the Emergency Response Services.
- The job was done with a program the Chief Officer was intimately familiar with and facile in from hundreds of hours of practice in the normal tanker routine. Switching to a program he doesn’t know in the middle of a crisis, simply isn’t going to work.
- The specific combination of this ship’s data and the program has been tested daily, probably for several years on hundreds if not thousands of loading patterns. Whenever you are dealing with a complex software package and a database as complex as the description of a tanker and all its compartmentation, you must have this kind of testing to have any confidence in the results. When I was active in tankers, we always found significant unexplained differences between the response service’s numbers and our own whenever we compared the two.
- \textbf{Notice the importance of side capture in this scenario.} A double side can often be an extremely effective spill reduction device in the face of bottom damage. Conversely, there will almost always be little or no bottom capture. Yet IMO’s design evaluation procedure assumes that 50% of the spilled oil in grounding will be captured in the double bottom and ignores any double side capture. This is not only totally inaccurate; but much worse hopelessly biased in favor of double bottoms and against double sides. Much better to have no design evaluation than such a misleading system.

Notice also that the actual spillage depends critically on the equilibrium drafts and heel. Yet IMO assumes even keel at the pre-damage draft. Once again inaccurate and misleading.
- Of course, how much of the saving the crew will actually obtain from the ballasting will depend on how rapidly they are able to ballast down relative to the oil outflow from 1P. But all that is saying is that you must start the process ASAP, and that can only be done by the guys on-board. Since Mate is an equilibrium only model, it gives the crew no information on the rapidity of the flows, other than its separation of Hydrostatic flow and Exchange flow\textsuperscript{4}.

4 Outside In Flow

Internal damage is both a difficult practical problem and a difficult theoretical problem. Practically the problem is you usually don’t know the extent of the damage. Theoretically, the problem is that even the equilibrium spillage depends on the relative speed of the external and internal flows. Consider our example casualty. If the external hole between 1B\textsubscript{P} and the sea is much larger than the internal hole between 1P and 1B\textsubscript{P}, then seawater will flow into 1B\textsubscript{P} much faster than oil will flow from 1P to 1B\textsubscript{P}. This will allow hydrostatic pressure to keep oil in 1P. In the extreme case, the outflow from 1P to 1B\textsubscript{P} will be the same as if the 1P to 1B\textsubscript{P} damage were external. This is known as \textit{outside-in} flow. Normally, assuming outside-in flow will produce a lower bound on the spill.

The other extreme is that the damage between 1P and 1B\textsubscript{P} is extensive enough so that the flow from 1P to 1B\textsubscript{P} is much faster than the seawater inflow. In this case the equilibrium situation is the same as if the two tanks were really a single tank. (This will also eventually happen if the internal damage between 1P and 1B\textsubscript{P} straddles the equilibrium oil/water interface.) This is known as \textit{inside-out} flow. Normally, assuming inside-out flow will produce an upper bound on the spill.

Mate handles both inside-out and outside-in flow, but nothing in between. Inside-out flow is handled by “tank grouping”. The crew designates two or more tanks as “grouped” and Mate then treats the grouped tanks as if they were a single tank. This is what we did in the example casualty. One nice thing about tank grouping is that you don’t have to say anything about the location of the internal damage. Grouping is also the key to Mate’s ability to model systems which purposely combine tanks to limit spillage, such as the Coulombi Egg. In the case of the Coulombi Egg, a damaged wing cargo tank would be grouped with the overlying ballast tank.
Outside-in flow requires that the crew specify the location of the internal damage. As long as the internal damage is all below the waterline, the key is the high point of the damage. Going back to our example casualty, let’s assume that somehow the crew knows that the damage in the double side in 1P extends up to 11 m above the baseline. The Chief Officer enters the 1P inner side damage just as he would for external shell damage, but designates 1B,P as the outside tank for 1P by entering 1B,P in 1P’s Outer column.

Mate first computes the hydrostatic balance in 1P just as if it were an external tank facing seawater pressure externally. However, it directs any oil outflow to any oil that was already in 1B,P, and then computes the hydrostatic balance in 1B,P. This time, however, any outflow is directed to the sea. Under these assumptions, Figure 7 tell us the do-nothing spill is 2104 m3, about 1500 m3 less than that in Figure 4 where we assumed inside-out flow. In most cases where the damage is known to be low in both tanks, outside-in will yield a better estimate than grouping.

5 Sealing a Tank

Mate implements two options with respect to ullage space pressure:

Constant Pressure Mate holds the ullage space pressure constant at the user specified level. Usually this is only appropriate for vented tanks or situations where the IG system is running, although it could be used to model active vacuum systems. Constant pressure can also be used to model “blowing out” a tank later in the salvage process. So far we have assumed constant pressure in our example casualties.

Sealed Tank In this option, the tank is assumed to be isolated. Mate computes the vapor pressure of the cargo at the tank temperature and keeps that constant. The air/inert gas in the ullage space is assumed to behave as a perfect gas. Part of Mate’s input for each tank is the high and low settings of the tank’s P/V valves. (Zero for vented tanks.) If the tank pressure/vacuum exceeds these numbers, then Mate holds the pressure in the ullage space at these limits. This capability allows Mate to model a Full Vacuum Tanker — a ship designed to take 0 bar absolute in the ullage space. Simply set the tank low P/V settings to -10 m gage.

For a conventional tanker, the low P/V setting would typically be about -0.4 m. But even this mild vacuum can be surprisingly useful. If in the case of Figure 7, the crew quickly seals 1P and tells Mate it is sealed by entering S instead of D in the Opt column, then the result is shown in Figure 8. The new do-nothing spillage is down to 1640 m3, a reduction of nearly 500 m3 over the constant pressure outcome, despite the very mild vacuum. Notice that the extra liquid in 1P automatically gives us a little more beneficial trim and heel.

6 Stranding

Mate has a limited stranding capability. If the ship is stranded, the crew can enter the fore and aft drafts (or fore and aft water depths) and the ship’s heel. Mate will compute the corresponding ground reaction force and centers. All calculations, including oil outflows, are available when stranded. Since Mate does not model the sea bottom, the resulting strength numbers are pretty much useless; but the seawater inflows and oil outflows will be as accurate as the damage location data. The relationship between stranding and spillage can be crucial. For a given damage, oil spillage will generally be much larger in stranded situations than in unstranded. The prototypical example is the Exxon Valdez.

Figure 9 shows an attempt to reconstruct the Valdez spill. It is not a particularly accurate attempt, for I had very limited data on the ship. I did not have hull offsets for the Valdez so I had to morph a hull for which I do have offsets to match the Valdez’s overall particulars. Unfortunately, my hull is considerably finer than the Valdez and the resulting summer deadweight is about 2600 tons low. Also it appears that my wings tanks are smaller and center tanks bigger than the actual Valdez. But Figure 9 is close enough for our purposes. It shows the situation at low tide, about 8 hours after the grounding. In this figure I’ve used the probably optimistic NTSB (NTSB, 1990) damage heights and assumed outside-in flow with vented tanks.

Because of the extensive damage, the Valdez is a good test of a tanker spillage program. Even Mate can’t handle the Valdez completely. For example, in outside-in flow, Mate only allows one outside tank for each inside tank. In Figure 9 I’ve assumed 1C flowed only into the Forepeak tank when in fact it flowed into both the FP and 1S. Anyway under the Figure 9 assumptions, Mate predicts a spill of just under 40,000 m3. According to the NTSB, the actual spill was about 36,000 m3. This level of agreement is more a result of counter-vailing errors than real accuracy; but at least we are in the ball park.

An interesting question is what would have happened if Hazelwood et al had been able to seal the tanks. Figure 10 indicates that successfully sealing the cargo tanks would have reduced the spill to about 19,000 m3. In The Tankship Tragedy (Devanney, 2006), I opined without doing any calculations that a Full Vacuum Valdez would have kept 90% of the spill onboard. I was wrong as people always are when they make pronouncements about spillage without doing the numbers correctly. Mate’s Full Vacuum Valdez
keeps only about half of the spill onboard. The two main reasons are:

1. Roughly 20% of the spill was exchange flow. Vacuum can have little impact on exchange flow in a stranding.

2. The Valdez was only loaded to 56 feet or about 84% of its cubic. So the initial ullage volumes were much larger than they would have been if the ship had been full loaded. Thus the vacuum at equilibrium is fairly mild. According to the Ullage column in Figure 10, the equilibrium vacuum in most of the cargo tanks is only about -3.5 meters. On the plus side, this means that the upper bulkheads almost certainly would have held.

In any event, keeping over half the spill on-board would have made a massive difference. It still blows my mind that nobody onboard the Valdez had the presence of mind to try and jam the P/V valves shut. They had 8 hours between the time the ship grounded and low tide. During that whole period, they just sat and watched the oil bubble out.

Several Exxon people have told me that the Valdez would have sunk if she had come off Bligh Reef.CTX Mate is not so sure. Mate says the ship would have floated with a starboard heel of 22 degrees and a trim by the bow of 14 meters. Stability would have been OK with a GM to starboard of over 4 m. Bending moment in the forward part of the ship would have been very low in the flat calm that prevailed, so longitudinal stress is an issue. The problem would have been progressive flooding. 15 would have been 7 meters under water at the rail. But Mate claims that, if the crew were able to blank off the downflooding points forward on the starboard side, and the hull withstood the local hydrostatic pressures, she probably would have survived. Interestingly the spill would have been about 2,500 m3 — once again assuming the vents were blanked — about 7% of the actual spill. The point is, if Mate had been on-board, all this information would have been available to the crew.

7 Residual Strength

Mate has a residual strength capability based on classical beam theory. At any point after the damage box has been entered, with a couple of clicks, the Chief Officer can bring up a screen showing a transverse view of the longitudinal structure in way the damage. This drawing indicates the members that Mate has eliminated, displays the neutral axes, and highlights the points of maximum longitudinal stress and the max stress to yield point.

However, for a double bottom ship, a strong argument can be made that these results can be so misleading that this stress capability should be disabled when Mate is used as a Loading Instrument. There are two major problems.

1. Beam theory is at best approximately correct for an undamaged tanker, and can be wildly inaccurate in way of the damage.

2. Even worse, in double hull tankers, the double bottom design is not driven by longitudinal stress. It is driven by local hydrostatic pressures. A tanker double bottom will have roughly twice as much steel as required by longitudinal strength. Thus the longitudinal stresses in a tanker double bottom are almost always very low regardless of the loading pattern or the damage. This could easily give the crew a false sense of security.

If a loaded double hull tanker floods anywhere near midships, by far the most likely failure mode is deck buckling. Classical beam theory can give us an inaccurate estimate of the compressive stress in the deck; but, until that is combined with some measure of buckling strength, the number is nearly meaningless. And it can tell us nothing about local hydrostatic loadings which can be critical at high trim and list. We need to couple Mate with a finite element model. Mate has been designed with this in mind. Mate implements a 3-D distribution of the lightweight and can take as input a longitudinal wave profile; but the actual coupling has not yet been done.

8 Mate as a Teaching Tool

CTX Mate’s applications are not limited to being a Loading Instrument. It is safe to say most crews and owners are unaware of the power of properly trimming and listing the ship to reduce spillage. The calculations are far too tedious to do by hand, so nobody does them. Whenever I show something like Figures 2 and 5 to even experienced tankermen or governmental authorities, I invariably get a “Wow!” or at least an “I don’t believe it!”. The same thing is true with respect to the power of vacuum.

It’s not just crew who don’t understand hydrostatic balance. The report of the On-Scene Commander at the million liter Diamond Grace spill in Tokyo Bay includes a sketch he made which shows he believed that the equilibrium level in every damaged tank is sea level regardless of the density of the tank contents. Nor do they understand the negative ramifications of mishandling hydrostatic balance. The only major spill at which I have been physically present, the Tamano in Casco Bay, was more than doubled when well after the casualty, the decision was made to start discharging intact tanks. Something similar happened at the Imperial Sarnia

---

4 The actual vacuum might have been higher. The first thing that happened when the Valdez went aground is that the sea bottom pushed into the forward tanks, compressing the ullage space, resulting in the P/V valves venting strongly. So the actual “initial” ullage space was lower than that assumed in Figure 10.
spill in the St. Lawrence and the Oceanic Grandeur in the Torres Strait.

By running through a series of drills with a program like CTX Mate, everybody learns about the true power of hydrostatic balance in a very concrete context. For the first time, they really understand that in many cases by simply trimming and listing the ship or sealing the tanks, they can cut the spillage in half or more, or in some cases eliminate it entirely. And Mate’s simple drawings are far easier to understand and believe than a table of strange numbers and arcane formulae.

However, the real goal here is 3-D visualization. When this is available, we should have a truly effective pedagogic tool.

9 Mate as a Design Tool

CTX Mate is a tanker design program masquerading as a Loading Instrument. As such, it is obvious it can be used as a design tool. To facilitate this Mate can be used in non-interactive mode. This allows the program to be embedded in a much larger analysis. For example, one can implement a search over the design space (length, beam, compartmentation, etc) and, for each possible design, use Mate to compute the hydrostatics, create tank tables, check stability, calculate shear force, bending moment, etc.

The Center for Tankship Excellence’s Tanker Design Toolkit, CTX DNA, uses Mate in this way. CTX DNA is a set of Perl scripts which creates and evaluates candidate designs. CTX DNA uses a compact, parametric description of a tanker, which it converts into the XML input that Mate needs. Whenever CTX DNA needs the kind of information on a design that Mate can provide, it runs Mate in non-interactive mode; and then examines the resulting XML reports and extracts the information it needs to evaluate that particular design. And then goes on to the next design and repeats the process.

To support this design role, Mate implements Sub-bodies. Each (normally) watertight volume (a Body) in a tanker is divided into one or more sub-volumes or Sub-bodies. Sub-bodies can be combined by addition or subtraction. This allows preliminary design programs to build up complicated compartments from a number of simpler six sided “boxes”.

Similarly, the hull can be divided into as many buoyant Sub-bodies as makes sense. For obvious example, the rudder(s) can be separated out from the main hull. Among other things, this allows relative movement between the sub-hulls.

10 Mate as a Spill Resistance Evaluator

CTX Mate is a tanker design program, but with special capabilities with respect to damage. Mate can accurately estimate equilibrium oil spillage in a wide range of damage scenarios. As we have seen, in order to do even a reasonably good job of estimating spillage in a particular situation, we must:

• Have a decent model of hydrostatic balance coupled to the sinkage, heel, and trim associated with the damage.
• Correctly model the inter-compartment flows, including most importantly double side capture in the case of double hulls.
• Model what is happening to pressure in the ullage space.
• Allow systems which depend on inter-tank flows, vacuum, etc to do their thing.

CTX Mate can do all these things. (The IMO evaluation scheme does none of the above.)

If we were ever to agree on a reasonable set of damage scenarios — and non-dimensionalizing collision damage to preserve Class confidentiality and then re-constituting non-dimensionalized numbers on the basis of the hittee’s particulars is not just unreasonable, it is ridiculous — we could use CTX Mate to subject a potential design to this set of damage scenarios; and come up with whatever statistics are deemed appropriate, hopefully statistics that focus on the amount of oil spilled, rather than the probability of zero spill.

Mate’s ability to be scripted, that is, embedded in a larger analysis is critical in this regard. In this case, the evaluation program would simply loop thru all combinations of loading pattern and damage scenarios; and come up with whatever statistics are deemed appropriate, hopefully statistics that focus on the amount of oil spilled, rather than the probability of zero spill.

Along with transparency comes the other benefits of Open Source, a hundred minds looking for bugs, a hundred minds looking for ways to improve the code, a hundred minds contributing new functionality. I call this buildability. It is the whole key to science and to progress in general. Without buildability, there would be no such thing as civilization.

But for tanker regulatory purposes, we need more than just inspectable code. The program must be understandable by experts who are not programmers. Mate has a flexible debugging and introspection facility. There is no need to re-compile to use this capability. It is controlled via configuration files, which
allow the user to generate various levels of output by subroutine. With this facility a non-programmer can drill in on a particular function and follow Mate’s calculations in as much detail as he needs.

This suggests another use for a program like Mate: a benchmark. Currently, there is no real standard in Loading Instruments. For a program to be Class approved for a ship, the normal process is to compare its overall results on a handful of loading patterns with the yard’s results in the Trim and Stability booklet for the same loading patterns. Almost nobody knows, usually including the yard, how the yard’s program works, what approximations it made, what bugs it has. Almost nobody knows how the owner’s program works, what approximations it made, what bugs it has. The only criteria is that a few numbers match within 5%. Presumably, the program the yard is using has been compared with the program that Class is using, also a blackbox, within 5%

Think about it. There is no way of auditing the accuracy of any of these programs. If the Class program errs 5% on say bending moment, and the yard program errs another 5% in the same direction, and the owner’s program errs another 5%, we could end up 15% off. Or it could be worse. We just don’t know. And whatever the relative accuracy of these programs is, it is tested only on a handful of tame loading patterns, none of which have any material heel, and at best modest trim.

This kind of quality control would be laughed at for any normal commercial software. Yet we use it when lives and immense environmental damage are at stake. Loading Instruments should be tested against a known, open standard. And they must be exercised under at least the most extreme input they can ever be expected to face, preferably far more extreme. It is these “corner conditions” that reveal weaknesses in the code. Testing only in the middle of the input space automatically covers up bugs and bad approximations.

We need a open standard. Mate is both open and inspectable. It could be the basis for that standard.

12 Future Work

There are any number of improvements to CTX Mate that should be implemented. Highest on CTX’s priority list are:

* FE for strength* The biggest and perhaps most important job is to couple Mate with a finite element capability. The loads generated by Mate’s equilibrium drafts, heel, and tank waterlines (including run-off and flooding for damaged spaces) would be fed to a finite element model to assess strength.

* 3D Visualization* Both for pedagogic purposes, and to do a better job of showing the crew what’s happening we need 3D visualization.

* GTK User Interface* Currently only one graphical interface has been implemented for Mate. It is based on the TCL language which has a number of limitations; most importantly, it is hard to port to non-Linux operating systems. CTX intends to create a GUI for Mate based on the GTK toolkit. It will be very similar to the current GUI, but be much easier to port to Apple and Microsoft operating systems.

* Spill Rate* We need to give the crew as much insight as we can on how rapidly the spillage will occur. Mate has a project under way based on a simple Torricelli-like model. It may not be very accurate, but it is better than nothing. What we really need here is a good model of exchange flow. I could easily see two or three Ph.D. thesis subjects in this area.

This is just the top of the list. Mate has a large number of other features that need implementation. See our To Do list at www.c4tx.ofg/job/mate/todo.html. CTX will happily accept applications from anyone who wants to take on any of these jobs.

13 Conclusion

CTX Mate can be a useful, expandable tool in a variety of contexts. It can be a substantial aid in teaching us how tankers spill oil. It has certainly taught me a great deal. And properly deployed as a Loading Instrument, Mate could actually reduce spillage in many casualties.

Having said all this I feel compelled to add one basic caveat to the whole CTX Mate project. Far too much effort, most of it misdirected, has been spent on reducing spillage after a casualty has occurred. Far, far too little effort has been spend on preventing the casualty in the first place. Stronger, more manuevrable ships, ballast tank inerting, and twin screw will be orders of magnitude more important than a Loading Instrument that sometimes allows the crew to reduce spillage after the fact. CTX Mate can be useful; but we must focus on the real issue which is preventing the casualty in the first place.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File</th>
<th>Edit</th>
<th>View</th>
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<td>31.316</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>295183</td>
<td>50495.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>mll</td>
<td>45.00</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>0.6482</td>
<td>1.447</td>
<td>31.096</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>290183</td>
<td>75004.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>mll</td>
<td>54.00</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>0.7272</td>
<td>1.436</td>
<td>31.316</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>290183</td>
<td>75004.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>mll</td>
<td>63.00</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>0.6954</td>
<td>1.447</td>
<td>31.467</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>290183</td>
<td>75004.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>mll</td>
<td>72.00</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>0.6482</td>
<td>1.427</td>
<td>39.329</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>327546</td>
<td>60954.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>mll</td>
<td>81.00</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>0.6482</td>
<td>1.466</td>
<td>35.327</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>327546</td>
<td>60954.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>mll</td>
<td>90.00</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>0.6722</td>
<td>1.436</td>
<td>35.747</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>327546</td>
<td>60954.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>mll</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>0.6722</td>
<td>1.436</td>
<td>35.747</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>327546</td>
<td>60954.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>mll</td>
<td>110.0</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>0.6722</td>
<td>1.436</td>
<td>35.747</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>327546</td>
<td>60954.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>mll</td>
<td>120.0</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>0.6722</td>
<td>1.436</td>
<td>35.747</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>327546</td>
<td>60954.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>mll</td>
<td>130.0</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>0.6722</td>
<td>1.436</td>
<td>35.747</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>327546</td>
<td>60954.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>mll</td>
<td>140.0</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>0.6722</td>
<td>1.436</td>
<td>35.747</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>327546</td>
<td>60954.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>mll</td>
<td>150.0</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>0.6722</td>
<td>1.436</td>
<td>35.747</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>327546</td>
<td>60954.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Typical departure full load, Normal Mode.
Figure 2: Damage to 1B_P up to 13 m. 1P grouped with 1B_P. Crew does nothing.
Figure 3: Damaged Righting arms.
Frame FR106 at 298.320 looking aft.

Draft FP = 26.153
Draft AP = 23.825
Heel (degrees) = -2.78
Hydrostatic Loss (m3) = 0.0
Exchange Loss (m3) = 3734.5

Figure 4: Transverse section in way of damage.
Figure 5: Damaged per Figure 2 but 2B_P ballasted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File</th>
<th>Edit</th>
<th>View</th>
<th>Export</th>
<th>Cargo</th>
<th>Reports</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Options</th>
<th>Rendering</th>
<th>Sort</th>
<th>Enlargements</th>
<th>Generated</th>
<th>Hint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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**Table Note:**

- Column headings: File, Edit, View, Export, Cargo, Reports, Mode, Options, Rendering, Sort, Enlargements, Generated, Hint
- Values are placeholders for illustrative purposes.

**Figure 5:**

- Illustrates a damged section compared to Figure 2 but with 2B_P ballasted.
Frame FR106 at 298.320 looking aft.

Draft PP = 28.216
Draft AP = 23.180
Heel (degrees) = -7.15
Hydrostatic Loss (m3) = 0
Exchange Loss (m3) = 0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tank</th>
<th>Opt</th>
<th>Ullage head(m)</th>
<th>Top of liquid</th>
<th>Live Bottom</th>
<th>Dam. critical</th>
<th>Hydro Loss</th>
<th>Exch Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1C</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>0.510</td>
<td>7.273</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1P</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>3.622</td>
<td>-17.139</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1S</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>0.510</td>
<td>8.935</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1BP</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>3.622</td>
<td>-17.139</td>
<td>-18.360</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Section in way of damage with 2B_P ballasted.
Frame FR106 at 298.320 looking aft.

Draft FP = 26.152
Draft AP = 23.824
Heel (degrees) = -2.79
Hydrostatic Loss (m3) = 0.0
Exchange Loss (m3) = 2104.5

Figure 7: Example of Outside In Flow, damage in 1P double side up 11 m
Figure 8: Same as Figure 7 except 1P is pulled down to -0.4m H2O
Figure 9: Approximate reconstruction of Exxon Valdez damage. All tanks vented.
**Figure 10: Same as Figure 9 but with all cargo tanks sealed, PV low = -10m**